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Will TaylorMade double down on the success of its M2 driver in 2017? That's what it looks like. We got pictures of two new M2 drivers, one of them marked D-Type. 2017 TaylorMade M2 Photo by GolfWRX Forum member Bill MurrayGoling. Related: See more photos of TaylorMade's 2017 M2 driver. The 2017 TaylorMade M2 D-Type TaylorMade has yet to
announce new drivers, but it seems that the company has made some notable changes to the design of the 2017 M2 chapters. Keep in mind that their predecessor, the 2016 M2, is the most played driver on the PGA Tour. Also not a few consequences; This is Rory McIlroy's current driver of choice. Related: See leaked photos of TaylorMade's 2017 M1 460
and M1 440 TaylorMade drivers in the 2016 M2 Driver (right) Both the 2017 M2 and 2017 M2 D-Type (if that's what it's called) have adjustable hosels and use TaylorMade's Speed Pocket, a slot on the driver's front that boosts performance, especially on off-center hits. Both drivers also have what look like removable weights on the back of the sole, which
indicate that the 2017 M2 will offer a more rear-end gravity center than the company's 2017 M1 460 and M1 440 drivers. And the last thing to speculate about: the word Geocoustic, which appears on both heads of drivers. It's like a safe bet that it has something to do with sound and feel. Join the discussion: What do GolfWRX Members say about the 2017
TaylorMade M2 Driver Photos in our forum Your Reaction? LIKE341LEGIT48WOW38LOL31IDHT19FLOP29OB222SHANK140 Driver: TaylorMade SIM (9 degrees 8.5) Shaft: Accra TK5 85 M5 Proto 3-wood: TaylorMade M5 (15 degrees No14 .14 .14 Shaft: Project X H'RDUS Smoke 80 Irons: PXG 0311T Gen2 (3-PW) Shafts: True Temperature Dynamic
Golden Tour Issue X100 Wedges: Titleist Vokey Design SM8 (52-12F, 56-14F, 60-08M) Shaftes: True Temper Dynamic Gold Tour Issue S400 Putter: Bettinardi Studio Stock 38 F.I.T. Face 303 Stainless Steel 358 grams Grip: SuperStroke Pistol GTR 1.0 (Image c/o Bettinardi) Grips: Golf Pride MCC Black/White Ball: Titleist Pro V1 More photos in GolfWRX
forums. What's your reaction? LIKE11LEGIT1WOW0LOL0IDHT0FLOP0OB0SHANK0 Driver: Callaway Mavrik Sub zero (9 degrees) Walt: Project X H'URDUS Smoke Green 60 6.5 Forest Fairway: Callaway Mavrik Sub zero (13.5 degrees) Shaft: KBS TD 80 TX Irons: Callaway Moor Sub (13.5 degrees) Shaft: KBS TD 80 TX Irons: Callaway Moor Sub (13.5
degrees) Shaft: KBS TD 80 TX Irons: Callaway Moor Sub (13.5 degrees) Shaft: Callaway Moor Subflik (13.5 degrees) Shaft: KBS TD 80 TX Irons: Callaway Moor Sub (13.5 degrees) Shaft: Callaway Moor Sub (13.5 degrees) Shaft: KBS TD 80 TX Irons: Callaway Moor Sub (13.5 degrees) Shaft: Callaway Moor Sub (13.5 degrees) Shaft: Callaway Moor Sub
(13.5 degrees) Shaft: Callaway Moor Sub (13.5 degrees) Shaft: Callaway Moor Sub (13.5 degrees) Shaft: Callaway Moor Sub (13.5 degrees) Shaft: Callaway Moor Sub (KBS TD 80 TX Irons: Callaway X Fake Utility (2), Callaway Epic Wrought (4-6), Callaway Apex Pro (7), Callaway Apex MB (8-PW) Shafts: KBS Tour V 125 S (4-PW) Wedges: Callaway PM
Grind '19 Raw (54-14, 60-12, 64-10) Shaftes: KBS Tour-V 125 SN Putter: Odyssey WHXG Blade Phil Mickelson Grip: SuperStroke Pistol GT Tour Ball: Callaway Chrome Soft X (with Triple Track) Grips: Golf Pride MCC (white/black) More photos of Phil Mickelson's WITB forums. What's your reaction? LIKE7LEGIT0WOW0LOL0IDHT0FLOP0OB0SHANK0
Driver: Callaway Epic Flash Sub (8,5 градусов) Валт: Mitsubishi Tensei AV Blue 65 X Фарватер леса: Callaway Маврик Суб Ноль (15, 18 градусов) Утюги: Callaway Apex Pro 19 (3-6), MB Apex 18 (7-PW) (7-PW) Callaway Jaws MD5 (50, 58 Degrees) Ball: Titleist Pro V1 Putter: Odyssey Stroke Lab Black 10 Featured Images c/o sms_on_tour Your
Reaction? LIKE3LEGIT0WOW0LOL0IDHT0FLOP0OB0SHANK0 WEST PALM BEACH, Fla. - TaylorMade M2 drivers for 2017 give players more face and profile, more stability and what the company calls a faster look than its predecessor, the original M2. When you install it, the shape isn't quite like the M1, said Brian Bazzel, TaylorMade's senior director of
product creation for metal rocks. Last year, the M1 and M2 were basically the same shape. The central part of the sole was slightly shifted back. It has a faster look. The 460cc case is made of titanium 9-1-1 and is crowned with a six-layer carbon-composite crown. The transition from the carbon-composite crown helped create 25 grams of discretionary
weight. This mass was moved down and into the back of the sole to move the center of gravity of the club below. It also helped to dramatically increase the moment of inertia. To have a moment of inertia of more than 5,000 g-cm2, you usually have to do something really radical in shape, like the square drivers of the past, Bazzel said. We shouldn't have
done it here. We have a beautiful club that has stability. The face is 7 per cent bigger than that with the original M2 driver, and the overall club footprint is bigger, too, which should help instill confidence in the address and further increase forgiveness. Another feature that helps increase forgiveness, protect ball speed and reduce spin is the revamped slot,
which TaylorMade calls the speed pocket behind the front edge. When you push the weight down and back, the start angle goes up and the spin goes up. To kill that spin, we use a speed pocket, said Bazzel. Using it, we can give up a significant amount of spin to now give you a high start with low spin and great speed. When you hit the ball with this driver
low in the face, you are unlikely to lose the speed of the ball. You lose less than 1 mph on a shot hit half and an inch from the center. This hardly appears on the launch monitor. To help golfers who are battling a slice or who need more backspin to keep the ball in the air to maximize distance, TaylorMade releases a 460cc M2 D-Type. It has been designed
with bias, 1 degree more vertically than the standard M2 and has extra weight in the heel to encourage the person to rotate more easily square on the slump. The company says it is averaging 12 yards of right-to-left raises. The 2017 M2 (available in retail January 27) comes at the standard point Fujikura Pro XLR8 56 shaft, and the M2 D-Type comes with
the Ozik MFS X5 shaft matrix. Both will retail for $399.99. Clubs will be available in 9.5, 10.5 and 12 degrees loft, or 9.5 and 10.5 in left-handed models. Our Utry program® gives you the opportunity to try out brand new products from the best brands of the game for 14 days for just $25, $100 for the iron set. It's right-you get a new one, back in the plastic
club club for two weeks for just $25. You can try when, where and how you want for two weeks before deciding if you want to buy it or not. Want to test two different brands or two different configurations? No problem. Utry® allows you to try up to 2 products for $25 per product or 1 iron set for $100. It's not 30 minutes on the range with a range of balls or
looking out of the Pro-Shop window. You can try the product at your time, when and where you want. Utry® gives you the freedom to take golf clubs, GPS or Rangefinders to your course and use at your pace! Use it as much as you like, so you can really know what the product will do for your game before investing in it. If you don't like it, just put it back in the
box it came in, use included prepaid return shipping label, and send it back to us. That's it. If you love it, it's awesome! You keep the product, we will deduct the $25 trial fee from the final cost of the product and we will charge you the difference. View selection taylormade driver 2017 m1. m2 taylormade driver 2017. how to adjust taylormade m2 driver 2017.
2017 taylormade m2 driver adjustment manual. 2017 taylormade m2 driver tuning guide. 2017 taylormade m1 driver adjustments. taylormade m2 driver 2017 best price. taylormade m2 2017 driver review
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